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UNDERWATER BRILLIANCE
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UNDERWATER LED LIGHTING



UNDERWATER BRILLIANCE



Brighter

Farther

Wider



INNOVATION LEADER IN

UNDERWATER LIGHTING



Lumishore manufactures the brightest and most technologically advanced underwater lighting systems on

the market, with a product lineup that offers lighting

options for all boats from small runabouts to the largest mega-yacht. Only Lumishore offers the exclusive

HICOB array technology, making Lumishore underwater LED light fixtures surprisingly compact, exceptionally powerful and extremely efficient. New for

2014, Lumishore has completely upgraded most of

our product lines. On the SMX surface mount series, we’ve taken all the incredible features of the previous SMX series and significantly increased the light output and incorporated a wide 90° beamwidth. For those seeking more control and a wider choice of colors,

the SMX90 and 150 offer multi-color and full color change options. For larger vessels,

Lumishore introduces the groundbreaking new EOS Thru-Hull Color Change series that

will revolutionize the underwater lighting market, offering increased light output, more

vivid colors, simple wireless smart phone and tablet control and easy sound-to-light system

integration. Discover why Lumishore outshines the competition!



LUMISHORE ADVANTAGE

BRIGHTER - FARTHER Lumishore produces the brightest underwater lighting

on the market. The brighter the light you

choose for your boat, the farther the light



will penetrate into the surrounding water.

Lumishore offers many choices when

it comes to brightness and price range,

from 1,300 to over 23,000 fixture lumens.



FIXTURE LUMENS
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WHAT IS A FIXTURE LUMEN?



100



METERS



80



A Fixture Lumen is a lighting industry



60



standard to measure the amount of



40



light emitted from an LED or other



20



lighting product when mounted in its



0



fixture or housing. The measurement



20



can only be obtained in a controlled

laboratory environment using an



40



integrating sphere. White is the color



60



used when quoting fixture lumens. All



80



fixture lumens ratings in this catalog



100



are based on white LEDs / RGB white.



140

* ESTIMATED IN CLEAR WATER CONDITIONS ACTUAL PERFORMANCE DEPENDANT ON CONDITIONS



WIDER Looking for that nice even glow

around the hull of your boat? The beam

angle of the underwater light determines

how the light beam appears around the

hull. Wide beam angles, 90° and higher,



produce a pleasing, uninterrupted glow of

light. In addition, wider-beam lights allow

the fixtures to be spaced further apart

on the hull. Lumishore lights offer beamwidths from 90° to 110°.



COMPETITION 30°BEAM ANGLE



LUMISHORE 110°BEAM ANGLE



Competition

Vs.

Lumishore



UNDERWATER BRILLIANCE



CHOOSING THE RIGHT LIGHT

Choosing the right underwater light for your boat is no different than selecting the right

marine electronics. When choosing an auto-pilot or radar, price and performance considerations must be made to select the proper product for your boat size and performance

expectations. When choosing underwater lights, the size of the halo surrounding the hull

should be proportionate to the vessel’s size. For example, installing 10 or 12 low output

surface mount underwater lights on the hull of a 50 foot boat would produce a thin halo

when compared to the impressive look of 4 to 6 higher powered Thru-Hull lights.



THINGS TO CONSIDER, SURFACE MOUNT VS. THRU-HULL



Surface Mount



SURFACE MOUNT



THRU-HULL



▪ Simple installation

▪ Small cable hole cutout

▪ Designed for transom or hull-side mounting

▪ Self-contained internal driver,

no external parts

▪ Corrosion proof, no painting

or bonding required

▪ 1,300 to 3,600 Fixture Lumens

▪ 90° light beam



▪ Substantially brighter than Surface Mounts 	

5,000 to 17,000 Fixture Lumens

▪ Transom, bottom or hull-side mounting

▪ Designed for larger vessels where the 	

integrity of a Thru-Hull fitting is required

▪ Interchangeable models allow servicing 	

from inside the hull

▪ 110° light beam



WHAT COLOR LIGHT WORKS BEST?

Now that you have made the decision to

purchase and install underwater LED

lights, what color should you choose? Different colors transmit light better in different

water conditions. Blue is the most enjoyable

color where a wide range of water conditions are encountered. Green works particularly well on inland waterways. White

is best suited over shallow, sandy bottoms.



Thru-Hull



Why commit to just one color? Lumishore’s

Color Change lights offer a limitless

choice of color options and patterns. This

allows you to match your underwater

lighting experience to the water clarity

or color, fishing conditions or simply to

match your mood.

Interchangeable Thru-Hull



FISH ATTRACTION

Lumishore lights offer settings that attract

sea life, including squid and bait fish.

Light color, brightness and strobe patterns

all play a part in attracting and catching

fish. Let Lumishore make the nighttime

waters come alive.



SINGLE COLOR SURFACE MOUNT



Single Color

SURFACE MOUNT



Available Colors



Lumishore has introduced the next generation e-lite, the SMX21, 51 and 101.

Building on the advanced features of the

previous SMX series, we’ve increased the

light output by up to 75%. This means

increased illumination, providing a deeper

light penetration into the surrounding

water. In addition, all new e-lite models

have a 90° beamwidth, providing brilliant, unbroken glow around the hull.
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KEY ADVANTAGES

▪ Brightest, most efficient, compact LED 	

surface mount lights available

▪ 90° light beam makes the hull &amp; water 	

glow, for the best underwater experience

▪ Advanced corrosion proof polymer 	

housing design, resistant to marine 	

growth, no bonding or painting required

▪ Low profile &amp; compact, transom

or hull-side mount

▪ Easy installation, integrated electronics 	

(no external driver) &amp; small hole

size requirement

▪ 50,000 + hours LED Lifetime



D O C K L I T E S

SMX21 &amp; 51 are

available in Marina /

Dock mounting configuration with the

use of DLX-KIT



R M - 1 2

Wireless Remote

Control for

SMX21, SMX51

&amp; SMX101

models



SMX21



SMX51



SMX101



SINGLE COLOR THRU-HULL



Single Color

THRU-HULL



Available Colors



THX301



THX601



THX1201



TIX301



TIX601



Interchangeable



Interchangeable



Lumishore Thru-Hull fixtures are specifically designed for owners who demand

underwater lights in a durable fixture

with the highest light output and widest

beamwidth. Lumishore Thru-Hull underwater lights are manufactured from

machined aluminum bronze and adhere

to the highest tolerances, providing peace

of mind in the harsh marine environment.

Lumishore engineers have perfected a proprietary thermal management technique

to ensure the most powerful, efficient

and cost effective Thru-Hull underwater

lights on the market. Thru-Hull fixtures

are available in fixed or interchangeable

models with driver included. Flush Fit

models are suitable for transom, bottom,

and hull-side mounting.



KEY ADVANTAGES

▪ Brightest single color lights, ranging from 	

over 5,000 to 17,000 fixture lumens

▪ 110° light beam allows wider spacing 	

between lights &amp; gives a more even glow

▪ 50,000 + hours LED Lifetime

▪ 12 &amp; 24 Volt DC Systems

▪ Optional 110/240 VAC driver available

▪ Lloyds / ABS Type Approval



INTERCHANGEABLE

MODELS

Interchangeable design allows

a customer to change color or

replace lights while the vessel

is in the water. The TIX301 has

the added advantage of a built-in

driver, making for a simpler

installation



COLOR CHANGE SURFACE MOUNT



Color Change

SURFACE MOUNT



Color Select



Lumishore SMX90 and SMX150 are the

brightest multi-color surface mount lights

available. They offer simple installation,

90° beamwidth, no external driver, can

be installed hull-side or transom and are

suitable for wet or dry applications.



Infinite Color



Fishing Strobe



Selection



The SMX 90 offers four preset colors

(White, Blue, Green, Cyan), two strobe

speeds and comes in a two-light package

with an easy-to-use rocker switch capable

of operating up to 4 lights.

The SMX 150 offers six preset colors

( W hite, Blue, Green, Cyan, R ed,

Magenta), adjustable intensity, three

strobe speeds and an infinite color mix

feature with variable scroll speeds. The

SMX150 comes in a two-light package

with a stainless steel controller capable of

operating up to 8 lights.



KEY ADVANTAGES

▪ 90° light beam makes the hull &amp; water 	

glow, for the best underwater experience

▪ Preset colors makes selection easy

▪ 50,000 + hours LED Lifetime

▪ Multi-speed Fishing Strobe provides

the ultimate in fish attraction

▪ Low profile &amp; compact, transom or

hull-side mount



S M X 15 0 C C P

CONT ROLLER

Stylish waterproof controller

allows simple adjustment of the

feature-packed Color Change

light system



SMX90 - CS -2



SMX150 - CCP-2



EOS STV 2201 COLOR NETWORK CONTROLLER



EOS STV 2201 Color Controller

NETWORK CONTROLLER



Strobe Settings



Color Cycle
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Home Page



Preset Color Sweep



KEY FUNCTIONS

12 Preset Colors

Custom Colors

Color Sweep



Strobe



Supplied with 6 preset colors (Blue, White, Cyan, Green,

Magenta &amp; Red), plus 6 customer-defined colors

Customer-defined color mix, enabling 16,000+

customer color options

6 preset colors which can be customized - adjust speed,

change direction &amp; oscillate from one side to the

other &amp; back again

Strobe all 12 preset colors, adjust speed, select fixed

or random strobe, adjust light intensity



Scene Mode



6 custom defined color scenes with the ability to group

individual lights. Set speed &amp; fade for every scene



Color Cycle



Cycles all lights together, with four presets

• Rainbow (All Colors)

• Sunset (Red, Orange &amp; Yellow)

• Miami (Reds &amp; Blues)

• Ice (Cool Colors)



12 or 24 Volt DC



Voltage Range



10 - 31 Volt DC



Current Draw



500mA (max)



Unit Dimensions

Mounting Method

LCD Brightness

Display

Operating Temperature

Waterproofing

Connections



The Lumishore EOS system leads the

Marine LED underwater light market into

the future with individual light customization, wireless networking and easy-to-configure sound-to-light technology. The

EOS system includes twelve preset colors,

allowing you to quickly select from the six

most popular colors or custom-mix up to

six colors of your choosing. The Color Cycle

feature enables a seemingly endless color

palette, while the DMX network provides

control of each light, allowing for individual or multiple combinations of colors,

adjustable speeds and sweep patterns in

a fixed or random motion.

Our completely new EOS STV 2201 Color

Change Controller makes operating the

entire Lumishore Color Change system as

easy as a turn and click of the EOS control dial. Wireless capabilities provide control of your underwater lights from your

iPhone or iPad and our mini-jack Soundto-Light interface allows your Lumishore

underwater lights to dance to the music.



KEY ADVANTAGES

▪ Intuitive user interface packed in an 	

elegant waterproof device



SPECIFICATIONS

Nominal Voltage



Lumishore leaves the competition in it’s

wake. The Lumishore EOS Thru-Hull

Color Change underwater lighting system

has arrived, with double the brightness,

industry leading 110° light beam and

DMX network capabilities. The new EOS

STV 2201 controller has a high-resolution color LCD and works with both the

new EOS Color Change lights and all

Lumishore Super Yacht lights.



92 x 92 x 10 mm (3.6 x 3.6 x 0.4 in.) WxHxD-Profile

Low Profile Flush (Fixing Bracket Supplied)

350 cd/m2 (nits)

Color Transflective TFT, 16M Colors, 320Hx240V pixels

-5°C to 55°C (-23°F to 131°F)

IPx7

Power, Input DMX Port, Audio in, Data out



▪ Built-in WiFi for iPad &amp; iPhone control 	

with Luminaire companion app

▪ Full DMX compatibility

▪ Built-in Sound-to-Light, connect the 	

boat’s entertainment system or

iPad/iPhone

▪ SOS safety function

▪ Full individual light diagnostics with

real-time feedback



	



COLOR CHANGE THRU-HULL



Color Change

EOS THRU-HULL



Infinite Color



The next generation of Lumishore ThruHull Color Change lights has arrived.

The EOS Color Change underwater

lighting system boasts double the brightness and an industry leading 110° beamwidth. Lumishore is the true leader in

high-powered Color Change underwater LED lighting technology, so don’t be

fooled by imitators. Color Change capable

Underwater LED lights are the hottest

trend in the market today. Lumishore’s

new EOS series of Color Change fixtures

take Color Change underwater lighting

to a new level, with enhanced vivid RGB

colors, industry leading light output and

never before seen control of individual

lights within the system.



▪ Thru-Hull &amp; Interchangeable versions 	

available, mix &amp; match in EOS System

▪ 110° beamwidth allows for wider 	

spacing between lights &amp; more

even illumination



	



▪ Works with EOS STV 2201

Network Controller

▪ Lloyds / ABS type approval



EOS SYSTEM

CONFIGU R ATION



Standard package includes STV

2201 Controller &amp; two lights

Add individual lights, mix style &amp;

light output. Up to 128 lights on

one EOS STV 2201 Controller



Sound to Light
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THX801- CCP



KEY ADVANTAGES



Fishing Strobe



Selection



TIX801- CCP



THX1501- CCP



SUPER YACHT WELD-IN RANGE



Super Yacht

Available Colors



Infinite Color

Selection



WELD-IN RANGE



The weld-in lights provide a perfect flush

mount and are interchangeable, with

access from the rear of the light fixture.

Lumishore Super-Yacht lights are available in a variety of colors, including our

exclusive Color Change technology. Color

Change units come with the new EOS

STV 2201 System Color Controller, providing unprecedented control of your

underwater lighting system.



KEY ADVANTAGES

▪ Highest output available of any 	

underwater lighting technology



	



▪ Interchangeable: LED array can be 	 	

accessed from inside the vessel

▪ Unique High-Power RGB lighting

system, controllable via standard 	

communication protocols for

integration with entertainment

systems



	



▪ Input voltage: 24 Volt DC

or 110-240 Volt AC

▪ Low profile weld-in units, enabling easier 	

installation in awkward access locations

▪ Choice of beam angles, including wide 	

angle for the perfect halo effect

▪ Available in Single Color or

Color Change models



SPECIFICATIONS

Available In

Models



Stainless Steel, Aluminum

120 - 240 watt



Fixture Lumens



11,500 - 23,000



Profile



Weld-in Flush Fit



Flange Angles



0-60°



Power Supply



24 Volt DC or 110-240 Volt AC



Available Colors



Blue, White, Green or Color Change



Overall Diameter



6.3" / 160mm



Overall Profile



2.76" / 70mm



Lens Type

Lens Angle Options

Interchangeable Array

Standards



BK7 Borosilicate Precision Glass / TIR Optics

30° / 60° / 100°

Yes

Lloyds Type Approval / ABS



▪ Slim-fit internal profile for more

flexible installations

▪ Tank &amp; recess fittings available



FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL OR EMAIL LUMISHORE

▪ US 941-405-3302

▪ FR +33(0)493 582 537

▪ UK +44(0)208 144 1694

▪ info@Lumishore.com

▪ www.Lumishore.com
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